however, believed according to recent developments in hadron physics that the Fbmeranchon is generated by a mechanism entirely different from that for the other (ordinary) Regge trajectories. The ladder approximation would be poor for the Pomeranchon so that some doubt may be cast on the 2 q dependence of the structure functions at high energies, while it will be a. fair approximation to generating the p-, the f-, and other trajectories.
On the experimental side, people are n~r planning to measure individual hadrons produced in electroproduction processes.
We a.re thus motivated to look a.t the two-body electroproduction processes (like e + N -e + Ii + lt) at high energies with a large "photon mass"·in the ladder approximation to the ordinary Regge trajectories. We shall use the parametric representation of the solutions to the BetheSalpeter equation with a. scalar particle exchange which takes proper
. 
The solution is not obtained explicitly, but it is known to satisfy the following integral representations)
where the spectral function ¢(y,z,,.,t) does not depend on any of s, ~2 
We find from the analytic property of the kernel that:
(1). ¢(y,z,r,t) is singular at y = 0 like [(l-z 2 )jy)a(t)+l, if a Regge pole exists at l = a(t);
(ii)
it is regular elsewhere in y and z for y E. it falls off rapidly like r as r .. oo.
• 2 
)
To construct the elect~opionproduction amplitude out of f(k 1 ,k 2 ,s,t 1 we add one more rung, affix a photon line and a pion line to the eXtreme ends (see Fig. lb) , and supplement the Born term and a possible seagull term.
III. EIECTROPIONPRODUCTION AMPLITUDE
The two invariant matrix elements are defined as (8) '.
: ... 
where X is a new parameter introduced through Feyni"-"ln par3.~-etriz2.ti0n.
The crossed ladder-diagram is Obtained simply by interchanging pl and p 2 , flipping\the signs .of q 1 and ~~ and replacing i€ by -i€.
In accOrdance with the :remark in Ref. 1 1 these amplitudes maybe thought of as electroproduction amplitudes of the nucleon target averaged over spin. Another remark is that because of the approximation we choose, the amplitudes, as they stand, do not satisi'y the gauge invariance in general. We have therefore picked up the gavge invariant tenns alone.
In the high-energy limit of v -o co with q 1 2 fixed, .l\ and ~- 
where X(z,y,t) is defined by the relation Adding the crossed ladder gives the correct signatures to Ml and M2· Nonleading Regge terms are also obtained in the same way. (2m~ r<oH [log 2m~r
where the right-hand sides are the l~ver bounds obtained by unitarizing .
the electropionproduction amplitudes. Experimentally, the scaling rule .
seems to hold for w 1 and vw 2 so that our M 1 and M2 do not contradict with them.
IV. CQr.fl.fENTS
.
In the present model we have not taken account of mo!!lentu:n dependences of the vertex function . , Lagrangian, the argument may not go through exactly in the same way.
We have presented this ar~unent to make less unreasonable the assumption of constant vertex functions. The trans.ition form factor from the nuclecn to higher resonances may be well expected to damp mildly enough to be consistent ~rith our predictions.
In the other way around, if one increases q 2 alone with v cut fixed .in the sum rules, exchanges of la..rer Regge trajectories· beco:ne r:1ore and more important so that the q 2 dependence of a single Regga trajectory does not describe that of the ,.,hole amplitude. -10-
In conclusion, we feel that our results of the asymptotic behaviors of electroprbduction amplitudes may hold in r.1.ore realistic cases although they are derived rather in a simplified model. They will be tested by experiment quite soon.
1.
The target particle is treated as a scalar· particle while the photon as a vector particle. Strictly s~eaking, therefore, our conclusions apply to the electroproduction with, for instance, a ~ion target. But when we are interested in am~litudes averaged over the target spin, we expect that this simplification ~-rill not affect our main conclusions. . 
